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Strange Prophecy
Tliey wear the squash-flower cut in silver
And carve the sun on canyon walls;
There words are born of storm and calyx,
Eagles, and waterfalls.
They weave the thunder in the basket.
And paint the lightning on the bowl
;
Taking the village to the rainbow.
The rainbow to the soul.
—Hanniel Long.
"Clumpty-clumpty-clump-tink, clump-tink " came the
strange ringing call of the tomtom from the silent hills down into tne
pine-covered valley of Toahannah, a little Indian village in Southern
Texas.
I looked up and saw the tall, bronze body of an Indian chieftain,
with his arms erect, making a perfect silouette against a great ball of or-
ange fire—the sinking sun.
"And that sign, Nelti?" I asked my faithful guide.
"That sign. White Father, is the ancient call of the Medicine Man."
I had lived among the small tyibe of Taox Indians for several
months, I had learned to love these people, their strange and fantiastical
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customs and their weird songs. I had found them an interesting folk—
a
folk true to their beliefs and their fellowmen; knowing God as no one
else—in brooks, in trees, in tlie sky, and tlie rain. These people had
given me a new hold on life. I had come to them an outcast; they had
never questioned me, but taken me into their midst. Though their faith
in me did not exist; I was never suspicioned, only watched kindly. I
was given a home, tho' it was crude, and I had found a true friend in the
Indian guide—Nelti. Now Nelti was ill. Glad was I that I could care
for that spirit which had saved me from worse than death,
"And what of the coming of such a man, Nelti?"
"
'Tis a strange sign, White Father. Tonight there will be full moon
and the Indian will seek the favor of the God of Nature. The Medi-
cine Man has seen signs of famine for the red man. My people will
seek to please that God so he will smile down upon them and in that
smile bring the sunshine to brighten their land.
I smiled. He honestly believed in all that bosh. But his faith
was so beautiful—so beautiful that sometimes as I sat by the crude lit-
tle cot, I wondered if I hadn't missed something which he possessed.
His black eys shown in the twilight. I crosses to the door to view
the sun sliding down into the lifted arms of the pines.
"White Fathe,r
"Yes," I answered not turning.
"White Father, there has been no trace of Gasper, the Spaniard.
Ticomish has been faithful to my plans, always. I have loved him as
a brother. He has been gone since the last setting sun. No word
—
nothing! Nothing save the sighing of the wind and the falling dew
moving the buds, opening the flowers. I have watched the mountain
path with eager eye for his return. Can it be Ticomish has betrayed
my cause?" He grew very still but I could hear him breathing hard.
I crossed to the cot. "No, my friend, he has not betrayed you. He
will come—he will come with the rising moon!"
We sat very still in the silence of dusk while the night slowly de-
scented the ridged hills and lighted her star candles to keep watch over
the valley of pine trees.
My thoughts turned to the Spaniard. He had come into the valley
from Mexico by the border. His pueblo had been near mine. Often I
had seen him talking in ea,rnest to small groups of excited Indians.
Soon after such gatherings, there had always been some unnecessary-
trouble. Ticomish had always been among such groups, but never had
1 doubted his loyalty knowing the friendship which existed between
Nelti and the rascal. Lately, Nelti had noticed this too, though he
never mentioned it. I knew it was continually on his mind. Lately,
Gasper had disappeared—very suddenly. His absence worried Nelti.
He had searched the hills but in vain, then he had become ill. very ill
and all so suddenly.
His very soul he had given to Ticomish. In all my wanderings
in all my life of wordly experiences, had never come in contact with
such devotion. I had read of great friendships, I had seen pictures il-
lustrating such, but never had I seen a mox'e perfect love of one man
for another so true as the love of these two. In them I found some-
thing through which I sensed in myself a desire to believe again in the
Fatherhood of God. 1 wanted to believe, yet something, some strange
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barrier seemed to separate me f,rom anything like that. God must be
kind to give men such true love and faith in each other. Yes, Nelti
had given his soul to Ticomish ; sometimes I fancied 1 saw it shining in
his eyes. So he sent for HIM to complete the search for Gasper. I
had stood in the doorway and watched their parting. It was a bene-
diction and a promise of. return by sundown. Sundown had come and
he had not yet returned. The moon rose and still the mountain path
showed no shadow, no slim, tall shadow of Ticomish.
Nelti sta,red out into the darkness listening intently to the first
foot-falls. Thus he lay for huors until in utter exhaustion he closed his
eyes in a peaceful slumber.
I moved to the doorway, lit my pipe, and looked out into the heart
of the Indian country. I must have dreamed awhile for when I woke
the sun was beginning to peep over the distant hills. I rose and lazily
stepped inside the doorway
"Nelti the echo of my own voice resounded, but no answer.
"Nelti," I called again. The cot was empty. Nelti was not to be
found. Perhaps the Medicine Man had lured him away from my care.
Indians loved that supernatural power said to be had by such.
All day I wandered among the lakes with my fishing rod—wating
waiting——— . As I looked at the sun kist mountains and the dimpled
lakes I had that feeling of reverence that comes when one is mindful
of the beauty that is of God.
"If only I could forget, I could believe ~" I was stopped in my
musing by a hand which had been gently placed on my shoulder. I
looked 'round .
"Nelti"- the look in his eyes stopped me. Something was gone.
No longer did they shine. No longer was there light that warmed. He
sank down beside me and stared out into the blueness of sky and water.
"You have brought to Nelti. White Father, a strange love for the
white man and I have taught my people the beauty of brotherhood.
Now, White Father, you must go away. Leave the country of the red
man as you came- with nothing."
"Yes- —and must I never have a reason? Nelti, you are asking
me to give up my home 1 ."
He said nothing, stood up, put out his hand to assist me.
I rose and faced him. With the back of his hand he touched his
forehead, then placed his hand over his heart—turned and went his
way. I stood gazing after him. I watched him ascend the winding
toiountain path until the trees blotted him from my sight. A strange
call attracted my attention. On the other side of the lake was an In-
dian on horseback. He dismounted and came ac,ross in a small birch
canoe.
"Your horse, your pack are there."
He pointed to the other side of the lake.
"Nelti says go! 'Tis the work of Ticomish. He make treaty with
the Spaniards to war against white man. He break faith with Nelti.
No longer they are brothers. Nelti big chief, alone. Ticomish gone."
Before I could answer the Indian was gone. I crossed the lake in
his tiny canoe I fancied I was dreaming 'till a tear fell on niy jacket
—
that was a part of reality. I mounted my horse. Tm^ned for a last look
on the land I had learned to love so. There stood Nelti, on the bluff
overlooking the valley, his arms raised towai^d the sinking sun; then
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slowly lowering one hand, touched his forehead, his heart, then extend-
ed them both toward me. I returned the salute. I understood an
Indian farewell!
The Medicine Man's strange prophecy had come true. There was
a famine—a famine of human hearts. Nelti's starving for the lost love
of a brother, who had betrayed an Indian trust. And mine, starving
to believe again—believe in God and man, yet always thru some weak-
ness of God's creatures finding life an utter failure . A famine, yes,
a hunger that could not be fed—until—and the night came down the val-
ley of pines with her soft black coat and blotted out the picture of an
Indian, a white man and nothingness,
—Prances Willis, '29.
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On the Ownership of Books
There is no frigate like a book
To take us lands awaj-,
Nor any courses like a page
Of prancing poeti*y.
This traverse may the poorest take
Without oppress of toll;
How fragile is the chariot
That bears a human soul!
—Emily Dickinson.
There is a special appeal about the books which you own. No oth-
er books are quite like them. No matter how much you like the books
which belong to the library, or to your friends, or even to your family,
none of them quite fits into that place which is reserved for your very
own books. How proud you felt when you were a child and were given
a book, and looked inside to find a book-plate on which was inscribed
the words:— "Mary Ellen—Her Book."
By owning books, I do not mean merely possessing them. Anybody
can have books—whole rooms full of them, and never own a one. You
have to love them and become a part of them before you own them.
Next to I'eading books yourself, nothing is more pleasant than lend-
ing your books to someone else who will cherish them. You get a vica-
rious enjoyment out of it almost equal to your own first reading of the
book which is borrowed.
And new books! The feel of them! To hold in your hands a new
volume in its unsoiled cover, its pages freshly cut and waiting to be
turned, with the pugnant odor of printer's ink still clinging to it, and to
know that it is your own, "to have and to hold,"—that gives a thrill
which any book-lover knows.
Owning new books is really detrimental to the moral character,
however, in a mild sort of way. You steal time from yourself in order
to read them. It takes a very Puritan-like person to resist the call of
a new book. What if you will have the book all the rest of your life?
You want it now, and you usually take it now, too.
Old books are just as delightful as new ones. I do not mean to
slight them, but old books are like grown-ups. You take your time
and talk to them sedately, but new books make you feel impulsive like
children, and you just have to stop and play with them.
Just as you can never fully appreciate flowers until you have rais-
ed them, tended, watered, and picked them, so you can never t.ruly know
the value of a book until you have owned it, marked it, and loaned it.
Then it is a "joy forever" provided, of course, it is duly returned.
—^Prances Volk, '28.
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They Also Suffer
CAST OF CHARACTEiS:
Mrs. Jeridan -,.
Claire—her daughter
Clayton Beamer—Claire's sweetheart
Mr. Beamer—Clayton's father
Negro Maid—Liza .....*
i
Negro Man Servant
. . .
TIME—Midwinter evening.
PLACE—Drawing room in Mrs. Jeridan's country home in Virginia.
It is a cold evening of mid-winter. The wind is howling. The
sound of the shutters seems almost ghastly. All seems warm and
cozy within. Mrs. Jeridan's drawing room. The only light in the
room is the fire which burns drowsily on the hearth. The room is
furnished according to the style of the period. " There is a low otto-
man near the fire. Before it is spread a rug, comfortable chairs are
placed around the hearth.
SCENE 1.
Curtain opens on simple room. It seems that the wind will tear
the shutters from the windows. The light from the low fire casts
ghastly shadows about the room. Se.rvant enters with fire wood and
as he stoops to lay it on the hearth, a maid enters with taper to light
the candles. She reaches up to light a candle near the doorway and
sighs deeply as if tired. Man servant looks up frightened as if ex-
pecting to see a ghost.
Liza:—Wliasa matta nlggah? Youse looks like yoTj'd seed a
ghost.
M. S. :—Youse sho did skeer me, Lizy- sounded jest zackly like
dat ar ghost dats been a roamin' 'round dis here place lately—ebber
since de missus come back.
Liza:—Oh!! 'Tain't no ghosts been a-walkin' 'round here—tain't
reasonable to believe there'd be a ghost a botherin' a good lady like de
missus.
M. S. :—Gal, if you'd seen what I seen last night (Footsteps
are heai-d in the hall.)
Liza:—Shoo—dere's de missus now. You'd betteh git dat fire to
burnin' (Exit maid.) Man servant put wood on fire, then exits.
Enter Mrs. Jeridan, a middle-aged lady with a sad, nervous ex-
pression in her black eyes, and her daughter Claire who although she
favors her mother, has a soft expression in her face. Mrs. Jeridan
walks to the table and picks up her embroidery.
Claire:—Mama, shall I continue reading the poem I began this af-
ternoon ?
Mrs. J.— (sits)—Yes, if you don't mind. Your voice seems to
soothe my nerves.
Claire gets the book from the table, then sits and begins to read
from Tennyson's Elaine. A few moments later the maid enters.
Maid:—Marse Clayton to see Miss Claire. (Aside.) Wal I'll decla^-
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Dis hehr makes three evenin's he's don come here dis week. (Exit maid.)'
Enter Clayton Beamer.
Claire: (laying her book on the table and rising) Good evening, Mr.
Beamer. I hardly expected you tonight. The weather is so bad I
thought you'd stay in town.
Clayton:—No storm could seem bad when one rides through it to
see you (advancing to speak to Mrs. Jeridan.) How are you tonight, Mrs.
Jeridan?
Mrs. J:—Very well, thank you. Won't you sit there? (pointing to
a cozy chair very near the fire.) I know you must bt; almost frozen af~
ter your long ride from town.
Clayton-
—
(sits)—Thank you. The fire certainly feels good.
Mrs. J:
—
(Laying aside her embroidery.) How are you progressing
with your case? I understand capital punishment has been predicted.
1 hope you will at least save the poor wretche's life, and besides it will
make your reputation as a lawyer, if you win this case. Am I not right?
Claire: (interrupting.)—Oh, I do hope you can save his life.
Clayton:—I hope so too, not so much for the sake of my own re-
putation, but because I'm firmly convinced the man is innocent. (Con-
vincingly) I cannot stand to see a man treated unjustly.
Mrs. J:— (looking agitated, rises from her chaii*.) Will you all
please excuse me? I must go and tell Liza what to prepare for break-
fast. (Gathers up her embroidery and hastily exits.)
Clayton:—Your mother seems worried.
Claire:—Yes; the negroes are causing lots of trouble. I wish all
the Yankees would stay up North.
Clayton:—So do I; but let's don't talk about that now. I'm more
interested to know what you think of me.
Claire:
—
(shyly)—Why, I think your'e a fine gentleman and a very
dear friend.
Qayton:—Is that all? (seating himself on a low stool at her
feet and taking her hand. You know I love you—have loved you from
the moment we first met. Don't you love me just a little bit? Won't
you give me some hope?
Claire—I — (The knocker sounds very loudly. Enters Mr.
Beamer, a tall, stately Southern gentleman of about sixty.)
Mr. Beamer:
—
(brushing past the maid, who attempts to announce
his arrival, and motioning her out—maid exits
—
pointing to his son.)
So you are here against my command! Do you think I'll stand for such
disobedience? (Clayton and Claire rise hastily. Claire looks amazed
as if she doesn't know "what it's all about.")
Clayton:—Father, calm yourself. You forget that there is a lady
present. (Enter Mrs. Jeridan.)
Mrs. J:—What's the matter? (perceiving Mr. Beamer.) Good even-
ing, Mr. Beamer.
Mr. Beamer:—Good evening, (turning to Claire.) I beg your par-
don. Miss Jeridan. I hoped to spai-e you this scene. 1 warned my son
what would happen if he came here again. He is here. This is the
result.
Claii'e: I
Clayton:
—
(interrupting.)—Father, I have just told Miss Jeridan
that I love her, and if she is willing, I intend to make her my wife,
(Claire looks up at him with pride and adoration.)
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Mr. Beamer :—You shall not. You shall not disgi-ace my family
by marrying the daughter of that woman—a murderess, (pointing to
Mrs. Jeridan.)
Mrs. Jeridan taints. Clayton wlio is standing near, catches her
and lays her gently on the floor.
Claire:—What do you mean? Oh? you've killed my mother, (sits
on the floo;r and takes her mother's head in her lap.) Mother—^IMother!
Clayton :—Father, why .
Claire:— (interrupting.)—Please both of you go. Clayton if you
care anything about me, you will do this.
Clayton:—Let me
Claire:—Go
—
please go. (beseechingly.)
(Father and son exit curtain.)
SCENE 2.
Mrs. Jeridan is lying on a low ottoman before the fire. Claire is
sitting on R stool beside her.. She is rubbing her mother's hands.
Claire:—You feel better now, don't you mamma dear?
Mrs. J:—^Yes, I'm all right, (closes her eyes and lies back on the
pillows for a moment—then suddenly rises to sitting position.)
Claire:—Careful, mamma you'll faint again—better lie still a
while longer.
Mrs. J:—I must sit up. I have a story to tell you which I hoped
you'd never know. But the events of this evening forces me to tell
you.
Claire:—Can't it wait until you feel better?
Mrs. J:—No, dear—sit here at my feet as you did when a little
girl. It will make the telling easier.
(Claire seats herself on a cushion at her mother's feet.) You have
always been led to believe that your father was drowned When you were
about two years old. It is true he died then, but he was murdered.
Claire:— (ho,rrified.)—Oh, mama, who? why?
Mrs. J:—A negro slave but but I bribed him. (Claire draws
back.) Oh, don't draw away from me—wait until you hear the whole
'story. Your father was a gentleman, but unfortunately he acquired the
habit of drink. I'll never forget the first time he came in drunk. We
had been married hardly six months. He acted like a mad man he
treated me like a slave woman. Next day he plead for forgiveness,
promising to never drink again. He kept his promise for several
months, but finally gave in to his craving. As time wore on his little
sprees became more frequent. Finally one night he came in in a worse
condition than usual. You were playing with toys near the doorway.
He stumbled over one of them and fell. This threw him into a rage.
He grabbed you up saying: "She'll never cause me to fall again." I
was terrified for I rememberd the time he had made horrible blue bruis-
es on your baby ai-ms. Somhow, I managed to get you from him and
run to the quarters. I told Jim, a very faithful servant about his ac-
tions—promised him his freedom if he would kill him. He gave your
father more whiskey, strangled him, then threw the body in the river
60 that it would appear that your father committed suicide. At first no
one suspected. The day of the burial purple streaks appeared on Mr.
Jeridan's neck. This aroused suspicion. Questions began to be asked.
Finally Jim was frightened into telling the whole story. He was
lynched. There was talk of arresting me, but people pitied me and I
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was allowed to go unpunished. I left here as soon as possible, leaving
the estate in the hands of a caretaker. It was because of his death last
month, that I came back.
(Claire's face hardens, she looks at her mother almost critically.)
Oh, Claire, my little girl, don't look at me like that. Pity me! Don't
hate me! I have suffered so much. Night after night I've lain awake
haunted by thoughts of those whose death I caused. For heaven's sake
pity me—I was driven to the deed—I think I must have been half mad.
Oh (flings out her arms in despair.)
(Claire hesitates for a moment, then rises and takes her another in
her arms. Both weep for a few minutes.)
Claire:— (brokenly)—Mother, of course I still love you Nothing
can make me feel differently.
Mrs. J:—Then you'll forgive me—even though you never see Clay-
ton again.
Claire:—Yes, a thousand times.
(Both sit quietly for a moment peering into the Are, then Claire
slips to the cushion at her mother's feet and looks up into her face.)
Oh, mama, I love Clayton so much so much (her voice almost
breaks, but she goes bravely on.) that I've decided never to see him
again. Can we leave in the morning?
(Curtain.)
—Evelyn Graybeal, '28.
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©helEIf
Walking all alone one day
I met a little elf.
I stopped astonished in the path-
He was so like myself!
!
He wore a coat of reddest red
—
I've always wanted one;
He laughed and sang with secret glee,
As carefree as the sun.
He seemed to be a picture
Of the thing I'd like to be;
I wished that I could be an elf,
Instead of mej-ely ME.
—^Mayo Bass, '30.
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The Dresden China Lady
The trees and shjubs were a lovely fresh green in Miss Ann's gar-
den. The birds were jubilant and sang as if their little throats would
burst with the joy that overflowed their breasts. The shy little flow-
ers were creeping slowly forth from their winter hiding places. Some
of the bolder flowers were in full bloom and we,re nodding their gaudy
heads w:ith satisfaction at their superior achievement.
Miss Ann smiled and nodded her own little silver head in much the
'sp.me Jgraxieful, stately way, as she sat in a blue velvet chair in her
drawing room, looking out in the garden. There was something about
Miss Ann that reminded one of a Dresden-China lady. Perhaps it was
because of he.r delicately tinted skin and lovely silver hair; perhaps it
was hei- exceedingly small statue and her quaint full skirts that almost
rustled softly as she walked; perhaps it was because of Miss Ann's own
particular passionate love for beautiful China.
The room in which she sat was quite full of luster bowls and quaint
little tea pots. It seemed as if every country in the ivorld bad presented
its choicest treasures to beautify Miss Ann's drawing room. It seem-
ed rather strange to find these foreign ornaments here, for Miss Ann
lived entirely alone in the big house and her associations with people
and the w"orld outside of her own little domain were very, very few.
As it grew too dark to see the garden. Miss Ann looked around the
room. It seemed that her glance lingered lovingly as it fell on a bowl
filled with tight little yellow rose buds that lay on a low table by her
chair. The bowl was beautifully painted and it was almost trasparent,
so thiu and lovely was its texture. You felt somehow, that this bowl
out of all the others, was Miss Ann's favorite, and this belief was con-
fii'med as she reached out and gently caressed the bowl with the tips of
her fingers.
As it gre\v darker and darker, the old servant came in to draw down
the shades and light the candles, for Miss Ann scorned electricity and
all the so-called modern conveniences. She loved the light that the
candles shed on the dark, satiny surface of the mahogany tables and
chairs, on the polished floors, and the china bowls, vases and tea pots.
At this time every evening after she had a cup of tea, a butter-
ed muffin and a bit of clear, red straw.berry jam, Miss Ann, In her blue
velvet chair, di'eamed dreams of the past and with a faint smile hover-
ing around her lips, would sink into a light slumber. To-niglit, contrary
to custom, Horatio, the Persian eat, had remained in the room. He
crept softly about and then he paused at the feet of his mistress, whom
he adored with his whole soul, and washed his palms with his little
pink tongue.
If Miss Ann's smile could have been interpreted, it would pi'obably
have been discovered that she was dreaming of a valiant lover vvho had
roamed the seas and visited foreign shores, bringing back treasures to
her for the house, and thrilling tales of adventure for her treasure-
chest of memories. One day she had .received a package and a note
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with a foreign post-mark. She had hurridly opened them to find that
her lover had been stabbed in an attempt to get for her an especially-
beautiful bowl from an old villa in Spain. He had escaped with the
bowl, but had later died from the effects of wounds received. When
she opened the package, Miss Ann caught her breath with the hurt she
experienced in viewing the perfectly exquisite beauty of the bowl. But
the price of this treasure had been so great—so great .
A terrible crash brought the old servant hobbling into the dimly
lighted room. He gasped with amazement and horror as he beheld
the fragments of the bowl lying amidst scattered, yellow roses in a
pool of water that was slow;ly creeping along the polished floor. Ho-
ratio was poised on the table by Miss Ann's chair where the bowl had
been, with his back in a hump and his paw uplifted.
The old se.rvant glanced questioningly at his mistress, for he knew
the tragedy of the bowl and how vital a past of his mistress' life it had
grown to be. His expression changed to one of understanding as he
gently touched her hand and gave her a little shake. He knew why
she had not awakened at the crash, for Miss Ann with the Ittie smile
still on her lips, was sailing the high seas with her valiant lover.
—Greenhow Parker, '28.
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Long, leafy arms holding the sky over the earth,
Wide spreading arms shading the flowers
And the grass.
Willows that weejj,
Oaks that sigh.
And rustle their leaves
When the wind goes by,
l^ine trees holding their candles in spring.
Poplars tall—all these bring
Peace to my heart.
You loved them once—
It's of you they sing! /
—Elizabeth Falconer, '31.
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A Broken Heart-By Mistake
Room ninety-nine in tlie Senior Building contained the usual
crowd of girls. They were draped comfortably over the furniture
some eating, some talking, and others attempting both at once. Any-
thing and everything was done in ninety-nine. That is, anything and
everything except studying.
This particular afternoon passed in a very uneventful way, until
the time came to dress for dinner. Molly was just beginning to count
three—it was always necessary for some one to count three in order
that everyone might leave at the same time, since the old idea that the
first one to leave served as food for gossip to the rest, prevailed here,
as in most prep schools. As the count "two" rang out, the door burst
open and in came, no, not came—staggered, Jane. Jane was — well,
just plain Jane. That is, she was plain Jane on the outside. Under-
neath the plain outside, Jane was quite different. She was tne most
idealistic, temperamental and romantic person that one could find any-
where.
As Jane staggered into the .room she brushed aside everyone and
flung herself face down on the bed, sobbing, crying and beating her
hands.
"Symptoms!" whispered Reddy to the new girl next to her. "I've
seen them before. Jane's latest love affair has caused her heart to
break again." And Reddy stole unnoticed out of the room.
"Poor Jane!" said Molly, sitting down on the bed. "Don't cry! Tell
me all about it, darling!"
Several handkerchiefs were thrust into both of Jane's hands by
several girls. She accepted them all, and then sat up slowly. Dramat-
ically, she chinched both hands, and then undramatically, she blew
her nose, a i-ed nose, due to weeping.
"I—I was going down to the post oiRce," she sobbed, "and was
—
was going past Mr. Reid's office door when I heard voices, and I stop-
ped just a minute and I heard -."
Here Jane dropped down on the bed again with increased sobs,
while several girls administered pats and endearments.
"Mr. Reid is the good-looking new teacher," whispered Dolly Smith
to the new girl, "and Jane has adored him for two weeks, now."
"But what did you hear, dear?" asked Molly.
"I—I heard," said Jane with her face still partly buried in the pil-
lows, "that awful old blond, Liz Turpin's voice and she was saying 'so
we're alone at last! All alone!' and then he said, 'we've had such difficul-
ties managing our little interviews; it does seem a precious thing to be
near you again.' And then she said 'Darling about mother—I believe she
knows you are not mercenary, but the real reason for her opposition to
you is pretty selfish. I think its because she doesn't want me to marry
and go away, and leave her all alone in the world, and not because
she's afraid you want my money .' And then I stopped listening and
Oh, Molly!"
Thus .ended Jane and once again she wailed out to the dismay of
^hose gathej'ed around her.
"The little cat!" said Molly bitterly, "just because she's treasurer
.
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of the Dramatic Club is no reason she should pull that gag to him about
her old money!"
"But evidently he believes her. She probably got him with her
eyes. "She has awfully enticing eyes," said some unsympathetic per-
son.
"And I've seen Mr. Reid looking at her in history class more than
once," added another voice.
. "But her nose is awful. It meanders all over he,r face," objected
someone else.
"And," sobbed Jane anew, "he knew how I felt about him. Oh why
—why didn't he tell me?"
"Why Jane!" exclaimed Molly, "he couldn't have known."
"But I'm telling you he did, Molly! You see, I—I wrote him just a
little note and put it in his dictionary." Sob after sob followed this
confession.
"Well, anyway " began someone, when the door suddenly op-
ened and there stood no other than Liz Turpin, the subject of their
conversation, and the cause of Jane's broken heart.
"Hello, girls! I've the most glorious news!" And she glanced around
at the bewildered group, who were staring at her with wide eyes
and open mouths.
",Don't look so surprised," Liz continued. "Just wait until I tell
you what's going to happen to me, and you'll have something to look
surprised about."
"I guess we already know, Liz," said Molly, in her most coldly, po-
lite manner. "And—congratulations," she added as an after-thought.
"Well," and Liz whistled. "Believe me, I'm some kind of excited
—
and Bob Reid is a peach." With this she turned to go.
Suddenly Jane sat up again and called to her. In a meek and
tragic little voice, Jane asked :
"Will you be married in June, Elizabeth?"
"Married? Heavens!" shouted Liz Turpin, turning upon her. "Are
you crazy? I'm talking about the new Dramatic Club play. I'm to
take the leading part, and Mr. Reid is helping us out by taking the he-
ro's part. We've been going oyer our lines down in his office all of
this afternoon. Heavens—but you're a silly child, Jane."
Liz Turpin left the room and again Jane fell over on the bed. This
time she was sobbing, not because her heart was breaking, but because
it was bursting—bursting with relief and happiness. For you see,
even though Jane was still just plain Jane on the outside, underneath,
she was—anything but plain Jane.
—Phyllis V. Wood, '28.
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M^ ^arbrn
I walked into my garden
Over dew-drenched sod
;
Paused by a red-gold tulip.
Heard the voice of God.
Strayed among the flowers,
Drank delphinium's blue—
-
And then—-beside the violet bed
—
I visioned—^you.
-Louisa Currie, '28.
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Edwin Arlington Robinson
A Study.
Let us, the Children of the Night
Put off the cloak that hides the scar!
Let us be Children of the Light
And tell the ages what we are!
Although some of the critics have refused to recognize Edwin Ar-
lington Robinson as a truly great poet, everyone has to acknowledge
that he is a very brilliant one. They have to admit also that he is one
of our most sincere poets. The above stanza, taken from "The Child-
ren of Night," is the keynote of Robinson's poetry. In this poem,
which was w,ritten in 1878, he early expressed his attitude tow0,rds
life. Even since then, as will be seen in reading his poems, Robinson
has adhered to this principle in his writings. He has often been call-
ed the most truthful of all poets.
Robinson's life in Gardiner, Maine, where he lived until he was
about thirty years old, is reflected in much of his poetry. Tilbury
Town is Robinson's own town and many of the characters are drawn
wholly or partly f.rom the people he knew there. There is another,
more intangible, influence. Amy Lowell points out that Puritainism
and its effects held sway in smaller places until a comparatively re-
cent time. It persisted long after it had died out in New England at
large. An individual brought up in such a town was therefore oblig-
ed to reproduce suddenly in himself the evolution of three hundred
years. Sudden change, of course, cannot accomplish the same .result
as a long, slow process. When inherited prejudices and training pull
one way and the active inquiring mind pulls another, the result is a
great depression of spirits colored with cynicism. One should keep
this in reading or discussing Robinson's poetry.
Traces of this cynicism is more evident in Robinson's earlier po-
ems than in his later. The Children of IVight, which contains the po-
et's early work done before the New York period, has been classed by
many as the most gloomy book in the realm of poetry. Richard Cory
"is perhaps the best know^n poem in this volume. All of the people in
the town look up to the wealth and fortunate Richard Cory. It is
Richard Cory, however, and not the poor struggling townspeople who.
does not have the courage to live and who "went home and put a bullet
through his head."
Robinson is exceedingly clever at characterization. His character
sketches remind one of Edgar Lee Masters, although Robinson precedes
Masters about twenty years. The characterization which Robinson
gives are not nearly so bitter and cynical as those of Masters; they are
of a more kindly and sympathetic nature.
It is hard to select the most outstanding of the many character
sketches which appear in the Collected Poems. "Isaac and Archibald"
has a great appeal for many people. Isaac and Archibold are two old
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men who both think that the other is failing in either mind or body.
They both confide their fear for the other to the understanding little
boy. The poem is sad in a certain way, yet it makes one smile as he
reads it. The description is. so vivid that the reader feels as if he
knows both old men very well. The poem appeals because it is so hu-
man. It shows Robinson's knowledge of life and human nature,
The last stanza especially is an example of his Tinderstanding sym-
pathy:
Isajic and Ai'chibald have gone their way
To the silence of the loved and well—^forgotten.
I knew them, and I may have laughed at them
;
But there's a laughing that has honor in it,
And I have no regret for light wo,rds now.
Rather I think sometimes they may have made
Their sport of me;—but they would not do that,
They were too old for that. They were old men,
And I mav laugh at them because I knew them.
"Minerva Cheevy" and "Flammonde" also rank high in the estima-
tion of Robinson's character sketches. The former tells of a man who
is a misfit in the age in which he lives and who yearns fo,r the roman-
tic days of the past. While he spends his time in yearning he accom-
plishes nothing worth while in the age in which he does live. It is
in this poem that the following often-quoted stanza appear:
MiniA^er loved the Medici,
Albeit he had never seen one;
He would have sinned incessantly
Could he have been one.
Miniver cursed the commonplace
And eyed a khaki suit with loathing;
He missed the mediaeval grace
Of iron clothing.
"Flammonde" is a description of a man who is a kind of peacemak-
er and general advisor in Tilbury Town. He bori-ows the money that
he needs to live on and never seems to wo,rry about anything. "The
man Flammonde from God knows where" has the gift of seeing good in
everyone and everyone, good or bad, responds to him. "The Gift of
God" is a lovely poem in which Robinson talks of the love and faith a
mother lias in her son. The title signifies not only a mother's love, but
also God's gift to the mother who sees in her rather commonplace every-
day son a very unusual person. The poem written on Lincoln, call-
ed "The Master," is a beautiful tribute. It gives the faith that Lincoln
had in mankind, and the courage with which he met life. This poem,
as well as "Cassandra," is a protest against commercialism.
A great number of Robinson's poems are about people who have
not made a material success out of life, but who have something that
the other people don't have such as, a special talent, a deep philosophy,
or an exceedingly sympathetic and understanding heart. Some on the
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poems which illustrate this are: "Tlie Poor Relation," "Flammonde,"
"Captain Craig" and "The Man Who Died Twice." The last named is
a long poem written in blank verse. It is the sto,ry of a gifted musician
who consciously throws away his talent because he does not have pati-
ence and faith and because the critics do not recognize him in the be-
ginning. He lives a downward life of dissipation until he reaches the
Valley of the Shadow. Then he lives through a terrible state of self-
torture and remorse. Finally, while in a stupor, he hears what he be-
lieves to be the perfct symphony. After this, he plays the drum in the
Salvation A,rmy. In the poem, Robinson leaves his reader to draw his
own conclusion as to why Fernando Nash does this. It may be for
thanksgiving or for penance. It may be that he had to have some
means of expressing himself and, since he had thrown away his talent
and buried his symphonies, this was the only means left.
On the subject of Robinson's fondness for writing on "success
through failure," Louis Untermeyer writes: "Indeed much of Robinson's
work seems a protest, a criticism by implication of that type of stand-
ardized success which so much of the world worships. Frustration and
defeat are like an organ point heard below the varying music of his
verse; failure is almost glorified in his pages." Robinson's character-
sstics which finds great favor with many readers is that he uses coru-
monplace woi'ds—of course in an effective way—and does not fill his
poems with classical, or otherwise, allusions without the knowledge of
which it is not impossible to catch the full significance of the poem.
Most of his poetry is clear and direct.
Robinson has one mannerism—that of something hiding some-
thing under an epithet. He speaks of iron clothing in "Miniver Cheevy."
This adds a great deal to his poetry which is sometimes inclined to be
bare.
It has been mentioned that Robinson knows life and human na-
ture. This, of course, gives him a more sympathetic attitude towards
his work. All of his characters are real. Many of his poems are writ-
ten in the first person. He presents many fundamental truths or gen-
eralizations in hie poems. "An Old Story" is a good example of this.
The old story is that people do not appreciate their friends until the
friends die. The following quotations from "The Man Who Died
Twice," also show his knowledge of life:
The grapes of heaven are golden grapes
And golden dregs are the worst dregs of all.
the Valley of the Shadow
—
A region whei*e so many become so few
To know, that each man there believes himself
In his peculiar darkness more alone
Than any other.
The following are quotations from "Tristrim," which give general
truths:
Love is the only thing that in its being
Is what it seems to be.
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Wisdom was never learned at any knees,
Not even a father's, and that father a king.
There are just a few scattered throughout his writings.
The latest work published by Robinson is "Trestrim," a long poem
iu blank verse. This is considered to be one of the best long poems
ever written in America. The poem is the retelling of the Arthurian
legend of Trist,rim and his love for Isolt "of the white hands" and for
leolt "of the dark hair.' Robinson has retold two other Arthurian leg-
ends in his poems "Merlin" and "Lancelot" so the material is not en-
tirely new to him. The poem is exceedingly easy to read; the difficulty
comes in putting it down before finishing it. The descriptions are
clear and there are many beautiful and apt similes scattered through-
out the poem. Tristrim loves the dark Isolt with ?. deep passion and
loves the light Isolt with a tender love more like a brother. The story
is very sympathetically told, yet one is more apt to let his sympathy
sway in the direction of Isolt of Brittany who has such a loving faith
iu Tristrim and who is so brave in her trouble. "Tristrim" was award-
ed the Pulitzer Prize fo.r the best poetry written in America in 1927.
Untermeyer commends the way in which Robinson ends his poetry.
He says that he is master of the slowly diminished ending and that no
false images or blurred lines are in his verse which is fresh although
striking to the traditional forms. This critic admires Robinson for his
search for the truth and because of his ability as a psychological por-
trait painter. Untermeyer believes that the conclusion of Robinson's
sonnet to Ci^abbie may be well applied to Ribinson himself.
Whether or not we read him, we can feel
From time to time, the vigor of his name
Against us like a finger for the shame
And emptiness of what our souls reveal
In books that are as alters where we kneel
To consecrate the flicke,r, not the flame.
—Ida Whyte, '29.
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Wind whirls dry Reaves
And bits of paper
Up the street.
Dust particles clog one's vision;
The body bends
Against the gusts of wind.
INSIDE
Feeling sweeps through old thoughts
And breaks them into bits.
Outworn ideals swirl;
The mind braces
Against the turmoil.
—Isabel Macdonald, '29,
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Gypsy Hollow
It was in a tiny, secluded valley "far from the maddening crowd"
that I wandered one dusky June evening. As I strolled by the merrily
singing brook, I watched the stars as they peeped out, one by one, from
the twilight sky. In the light of the soft dim June moon rising over
the rounded hills, the valley was a place of mystery. Dim phantoms
from the half-forgotten past seemed to come from the fantastic shad-
ows and from the darkness. On the wings of the elusive scent of the
wild rose and the white violet came sweet voices from the dim and dis-
tant past. Here the voice of the present and the promise of the future
had no place. The slow, soft melody of the glamorous past was the
sic that twined itself around my heart.
As I wandered on through the dusk, I saw again shadows from the
past. Huge wagons, gay and brilliant, lumbered up and discharged
their cargoes of flaming, laughing, flashing Gypsies. As I passed them,
unseen and unheard, their laughter and their tears reached my heart.
I saw a fortune teller, old and gray. I heard her tell an awe-stricken
maiden of her "fate." I could see a Gypsy lad and his lass as they
strolled by me, hand in hand. I saw the dashing Gypsies gathered
around their camp iires in the light of the moon. The music of the
guitars and the sound of the castanets enthralled me. I heard again
the Gypsy love-song sung as only a Gypsy lover can sing it. As I
watched their brilliant dances, they faded slowly from my sight.
I was b,rought back from the glamour of the past; back into the
realistic present. I left the Gypsy band arid followed the calling voice
of the today. Tomorrow, I will go into the future with my dreams of
the. past locked in my heart.
•
—Kathryn Forrest, '31.
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Have flower-beds for you a mystery? ^^ . „
Does warm, moist earth seem friendly after ram r
To-day the sky was overcast, winds blew,
And rain beat fiercely on the helpless earth.
At noon the sun was drying carefully
Each tulip petal—orchid, red, or gold—
And God had dropped a rainbow in my garden.
It's strange how one small square of damp, dark earth
Brings forth such glorious immortality!
— Carolea Harris, '29.
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The Art Of Winning
"Car fare, pay your tare," shouted the curt street car conductor to
Donald Schuler who unconsciously walked down the aisle towa,rd a
front seat. At the very mention of fare, Donald swling around as if in a
military drill at the command of about face. He dug down in his pock-
et and paid the fare demanded of him. This done, he again started to
a seat.
Donald glanced dowai at his outstretched palm on which lay a ten
ciollar bill and eiglity-flve cents.
That's between me and stai'vation, thought Donald. With that
thought, he begun to search through his pockets and pulled out a let-
ter which read
"Your father feels that you are fooling away your time. He is go-
ing to cut off your allowance 'till he feels that you have proven your-
self worthy of his support."
It was a hai'd jolt for Donald, one of the bitterest he ever had to
face. Don's older brothers had been encouraged and helped along
—
'till they could easily stand on their own resources. The family didn't
understand Don and he guessed they never would. Because Don was
talented and wanted to draw, his family felt that he was throwing
away his life uselessly. Don crushed the letter in his hand and raised
liis head. Anyone watching his countenance would have certainly no-
ticed the change that came over his face. He was determined to show
Iiis family that he was worthy of their support and he wouldn't accept
it either. Don cheerfully hopped off the car. bounded on the curb-stone
and was lost amid the jostling crowd of Charles street' aftei-noon shop-
pers. A turn to the right and
"Hello, Toney! Still working away with your shears, huh?" A
sjiort, stubby man, with black hair, black beady eyes, and a black mus-
tache, eyed Don as he stood in the doorway of Toney's barber shop.
Toney was the one friend in which Don felt he really could place
bis confidence. Afternoons after classes, Don usually could be found,
somewhere nea,r Toney's.
It wasn't long before Toney Avas in possession of Don's troubles;
but he assured him that all would turn out well.
Five o'clock found Don sitting on the doorstep wandering what to
do.
"Well, it isn't any use sitting here moping," said Don to Toney.
"I'll see you tomorrow " so Don started on down the block to the
old dilapidated art hall in which he shared a room with an Italian boy
who worked day and night, cartooning. On his way, he remembered
that he had to get some supplies for his next day's wo,rk, so he turned
the corner and stepped into Kirchburg's supply shop.
"Say, boy, don't you want a job?" blurted old Kirchburg as he peer-
ed at Don over a stock of stencils.
"That I do——. Got one for me?"
'Y'es! got a special order to-day, and we need some extra help just
on the side, you see."
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"Sure, I'll help. What do I have to do?"
"Just trace that's all; but don't think its easy, because it isn't. It's
a special order from Armstrong Federation and its got to be accurate."
"Sure! I'll do it; when shall I begin?"
"Oh, to-night at seven, if you can. Tom's going to be here. You
can come in the back door."
"Righto" and Don sped out of the doorway forgetting all
about what he canle for.
Several months ago, the Rhinehart Sculpture Association had of-
fered a prize for the most unique bust made by the sculpture class that
season. Mr. Roben had hailed Don on a certain occasion and asked
him if he wasn't going to try. But Don didn't see any use. What
could he do that would be unique and individual? Besides, there were
two boys in his class that had rivaled him in all his attempts, and as
they had always gotten ahead of him, he was sure they would this time.
Dons job at Kirchburg's was about over, and this afternoon as he
walked in that direction, he had a feeling that he was going for the
last time; and he made up his mind that to-morrow he would go in
search of another job. Before he left, old Kirchburg asked Don if he
wouldn't staj^ on and help him.
The next day as Don sat in the back part of the gallery where all
the classes met once a week, he noticed a girl who was sitting at his
right. It was Gretchin, a girl of seventeen. Somehow, he couldn't help
but look at her. She had been in school since September, but she had
never drawn his attention before. She was a very plain looking girl,
but this morning Don had a reason for looking at her twice and even
three times in succession. Here was the very model for which he had
been looking. Why hadn't he notice her before? He studied her pro-
file and it seemed that she fitted his ideas exactly.
Don was surprised when the feet began to shuffle and the stools
were shoved around as the class moved out of the galleiy and down
the marble steps to their respective class-rooms. He hopped up sud-
dely and darted down the hall. He would ask her to pose for him in
the afternoons. Then be began to wonder if she would do it. He be-
came quite enthusiastic as he thought about the new idea and he could
hardly wait to begin Wjork—but what if she refused to pose? She'd
have to because none else would do. She looked the very part that he
wanted to represent.
At three o'clock, Don was leaning beside the marble lion that guard-
ed the doorway. Would Gretchin ever come or could she possibly have
gone out of one of the side doors. No—she usually came out of the
front door and he would wait a little longer. Finally she came. She
spied Don at the entrance and wondered why he looked so straight at
her as she approached—but then he stepped up to her and said:
"Gretchin, I want to walk doAvn the street with you. May I?"
Now Gretchin didn't know what to say or what to think. This was
something sort of unusual, because Gretchin usually came in alone,
and unnoticed, and she usually went out alone and unnoticed.
"Why yes; cer-certainly," she replied, hesitantly.
Don thought he'd better ask her right off—because she was such an
individual and indifferent little creature that she might slide around
the corner and out of sight before he'd had the chance.
"Listen Gretchin, I have something to ask you. Will you pose for
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L^ie as my next model? Really I want you. Will you do it?
A faint blush came over Gretchin's tan face. Really was Donald
i^chuler asking her to pose for him. Somehow she had always looked
up to Donald as some one out of the ordinary, and it seemed to Gretch-
in that he had a mark of distinction written on his face.
"Why don't you get Anne Martin? she's so pretty."
"Oh! that's not what I want. I want someone that's difEerent,—
that's individual. I want you; won't you do it?" he pleaded.
Gretchin seemed to be looking off in the distance; she was thinking.
Some day this boy would succeed. She almost knew that, and if she
could help him, she would .
"Certainly, I'll be glad to do it, but I was ju6t thinking." With that
one word "certainly" Don's face filled with smiles. He was so glad be-
cause he knew that what he was going to do would be different, uni-
que, and all that; if he could just do it, and he was surely going to try.
"Well, to-morrow then . Can you come to the second floor stu-
dio room to-mori'ow at three?"
"Yes."
"All right, then ."
"Thanks I'll see you to-morrow."—And Gretchin tuined into
the quaint old doorway of her home while Don sailed on down the
street pounding one fist on top the other, beating time as he walked.
He made arrangements with Kirchburg to work nights so that his
afternoons would be free to work on the bust. He even promised old
Kirchburg to work all day Saturday to make up for the change.
That evening just at supper time, Toney noticed that a change had
come over Don.
"What happened, bOy, did your family feel sorry for you and send
you a fine check?"
"No! nothing of the kind, but I do feel more like living now than
I used to." Toney understood and he made Don tell him all about it.
Don awoke early the next morning. He was eager to start work
on the new project and if the day hadn't passed quickly, Don would
have exhausted all his energy wiggling around. It seemed that he just
couldn't sit still.
Day after day Don worked in clay, moulding out a head that re-
sembled that of a girl, Gretchin. And day after day, Gretchin sat
still for hours. She was doing it for Donald, and she felt sure that
she was helping to pave his way to success.
On April 5th, Don told Gretchin that he had finished the bust and
that he was sorry the work was over because he had enjoyed doing it
so much.
Prom that day on, Don saw Gretchin every day and he knew that
down in his heart, he loved her. He looked at Gretchin so long that
his eyes were filled with Gretchin and from April to June the work that
Don did in class looked like Gretchin.
In the June exhibit in a prominent place stood the bust of a girl
whose features were exact and whose hair was hooked behind her ears
and hung almost to her shoulders. The classmates of Donald Schuler
.qtood before this bust marked as the prize piece of wo,rk and saia:—
"That's Gretchin."
Two weeks later Toney and the Schuler family stood on the wharf
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of a boat harbor in New York and bade goodbye to Donald and Gretch-
iii who waved from an upper deck of an European steamer. Don had
won the prize offered that season which was funds for one years study
In Eiu-ope, and Gretchin had done likewise in winning the prize—Don s
—Louise Costen, '28.
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®lf^ N^m Moan I
i
Above the trees the new moon shines ?
Silver and serene; il
'Tis softly covered by a cloud ,
As by a silken screen.
And yet it pierces through the mist I
Of pvirpled night,
j
And touches all the shivering leaves
With silver light. ' ;
1
So slowly does it cross the sky •;
The stars began to nod; ;
And when it finally sinks to rest, .:
No one's awake but God! ;
—Julia B. Wilson, '29, |
'>^]^yC
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Dreams that Lead On and On
IIREA.MS THAT LEAH ON AND ON
The man had stood for a long time gazing out of the window, but
the scene below meant nothing to him for he did not even see it. He
was staring into that space which has no beginning and no ending,
while his tortured brain tried to find an explanation, an excuse for
what had happened. Just a few hours ago he had been tingling with
the joy of living, full of ambitions and aspirations, now his world lay
shattered about him. He was not living, yet the blessedness of death
was denied him, so he existed in a state of supreme anguish of spir-
it. The room behind the motionless figure became blurred with shad-
ows as the light faded. The deep silence seemed to pulse with an ap-
peal fo,r a word or movement.
Donald Meredith was a popular young writer whom the critics re-
garded kindly and praised highly. His work had been well received
by the public and a great future had been predicted for him from many
sources. Meredith put his best into his stories, striving to give his read-
ers the worth-while things of life, touched with beauty and color, rath-
er than the more sordid, commonplace side. Consequently his own
ideals and standards were imusually high, due to an unconscious train-
ing for the finer values. He had been alone in the world for the best
part of his life, his mother having died before he could i-emember and
his father, when he was eight. An old great-aunt had reluctantly
agreed to care for him until he could look out for himself. Reared in
that atmosphere, he had never made class friends. Somehow, he had
dreaded and feared to tell his hopes and dreams to other people, be-
cause he felt thej' would never understand. Even the boys at school
were different from him and although they liked him, he never dared
to reveal his true feelings.
All through his life he had felt the need of human companionship,
and until he met Clara Oliver, he had always starved for it in vain.
Clara had seemed to Donald to be the most wonderful girl in the world.
He had grown to love her more than he had believed it possible to love
anyone,. and to his delight, she seemed to return his affection. Don-
ald opened his heart and soul to her, pouring out the long-pent-up be-
liefs and dreams and finding relief in her encouragement and sweet-
ness. Yet, that very afternoon when he had turned to her nnd said
simply: Clara, I love you. Will you be my wife? She had seemed an-
noyed and replied bitterly, "What a common way to propose! Even a
ditch digger coud do better. Surely if I'm not worth the asking, I'm
not worth having.
Donald had sat stunned unable to believe that he had heard aright.
He did not know that it was only her selfish vanity which had prompted
that reply. Clara had really been expecting a long flowing speech
when Donald asked her to marry him, because in his stories his heroes
always proposed in a colorful, romantic way. Her friends had often
discussed this and bad succeeded in making Clara promise to tell them
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how Donald had asked her to marry him. She did love him and doubt-
ed not that he would ask her again. She had even watched mm go
with a smile because she knew he would come again tomorrow and
everything would be well. Besides, she would have something Interest-
ing to tell her friends.
So the young author left her. He did not understand her true feel-
ings for him or why she had answered as she had. To his sensitive
soul there could be but one interpretation—she did not love him and
never had. Clara had been "stringing a line" just to see what would
happen. Perhaps she had been amused when he told her all the se-
cret hopes and longings of his life. Perhaps, still worse, she had re-
vealed those confidences to others and held him up to ridicule. The one
woman who meant more to him than anyone else in the world, was un-
true; she had betrayed him and now he suffered all the agonies of one
who finds that his idol is of clay rather than precious metals.
"I hate her!" The words rang out in the semi-darkness with brutal
force. Yes, at that time Donald Meredith hated Clara with his whole
being, not because she had refused to marry him, but because she had
killed the best part of his nature and torn up his conceptions of life
itself.
"If she is false," he murmured, "how can anyone be what they seem?"
Prom that night, Donald was a different man. Most of his time was
spent in the seclusion of his studio, away from prying eyes and annoying
questions. He still suuffe.red, and his mind wandered in dark labyrinths
of doubt and dispair. Time meant nothing to him. He was a man
who had been humiliated beyond all belief and as the wound slowly
healed, he became more and more cynical, hard and bitter. His form-
er friends, never very intimate, left him alone. Clara made several at-
tempts to communicate with him, but finally she had to admit her fail-
ure.
Donald spent hours in front of his typewriter, but his brain seem-
ed numb and useless. However, when at last his thought cleared, be
pounded out stories so unlike his usual work, that the editors were
amazed when they read them. The characters were distorted and un-
natural, and the stories themslves left one with very unpleasant feel-
ings. When they came back with courteous notes of rejection, Meredith
only felt more bitter than ever bfore, because the stories presented a
true picture of life as he saw it.
And then he awoke suddenly one night to feel that something was
happening to him. He lay staring into the darkness and before his
eyes he saw a new character form. At first it was no more than a
wraith, dim and illusive. Then gradually, Donald gave to it the figure
of a woman. During that night, he created Janice, the heroine of a
new story. Janice had been the name of the mother he had never
known, but she must have been good and she was the only woman for
whom he could feel any reverence.
Day aftef day, he worked on the creation of Janice. He discarded
his typewriter and used a certain pen, for in that way he felt closer to
the character. Once again he put his heart into his work and into that
character he molded all his hopes and ideals. Janice became every-
thing that he believed a woman should be, yet he carefully avoided
perfection. She was pretty, but not perfect of feature. Her smile was
a trifle crooked ; there wag one dimple, instead of two ; and her nose was
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a trifle longer perhaps than perfection would allow, yet she was entire-
ly human and loveable. The story that was woven around her was
good and met with instant approval f.rom the editor who desired more
of the same type. "It would be well if Meridith could write a series of
stories centered about the main character he wrote.
Donald was glad to continue his work with Janice for he had been
loathe to give her up. She meant more to him than any character he
had ever created. The public liked he,r, but their approval could not
compare with Donald's feelings for her. He greWi more and more at-
tached fto Janice and finally came to think of her as a real person.
Whenever he was in his studio, Janice was there to keep him com-
pany. She sympathized with him and comforted him. Gradually, he
realized that association with Janice was leading him on, away from
the hardness and bitte,rness of the world. There was no one beyond
his door, who liked him or cared about him, but when he entered his
room and closed the door, then Janice was there. He left witn regret
and was always in a hurry to get back for Janice would be waiting, and
he was only happy when he was with her.
Then the letter came from the editor suggesting that Meridith end
the se,ries of stories with marriage and everlasting happiness for Janice.
The message staggered Donald for although he had let a theme of love
run through his stories, he had never before given it serious thought or
considered the possibilities of having to let Janice find complete happi-
ness in marriage. The very idea left him cold and trembling. No, he
could not do it. He loved Janice too much himself to ever give her to
another even in fiction. It would be as wrong as if she was his real
sweetheart. Why Janice was his—a creature of hife own brain, a fiig-
ure of his imagination. She belonged entirely to him. He had given
her form and the breath of life; without him she could never have ex-
isted. He made her smile or frown and all her actions were prompted
by him. Yes, she was his and he could not let her marry. If once she
became another's wife, she would never mean the same to him, and he
could not give her up. She was the only worth-while thing in his life,
and losing her would be ten times worse than the loss of Clara.
He wrestled with the problem and there seemed no way out. But)
yes, he could make Janice die. It was a dreadful thing to do, but that
was better than letting her marry. Meridith argued the question for
a long time, but finally made his decision. Janice must die, even if he
had to be the one to kill her, so he prepared to write the last story of
the series. He neither ate nor slept and was entirely unconscious of
the demands of his body for rest and care. Nothing mattered but Jan-
ice, and she was going to die; his grief was as great as though he was
losing his betrothed. Life stretched bleakly ahead for there would be
nothing for him with Janice gone.
The night at last came when he had to write the fatal words. The
pen dug into the paper as though it, too, knew what it was writing and
was aghast at the words. A weight seemed to be pressing on Don-
ald, and he was trembling all over while his head felt hot and heavy.
The dreaded words left the pen at last and so Janice died. Donald sat
staring with wide eyes across the table. The room seemed to grow larg-
er and larger, the walls faded away, and he was alone, alone. He
gave a terrified cry and fell face forward on the table. Janice had van-
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ished, but she came back and took his hand. With a smile, she looked
into his eyes and then led him with her. In that land to which they
were going they would never have to separate. Donald's body quiver-
ed, but thei'e was a smile on his lips, for his precious dream, Janice,
was still leading him on and on.
They found him like this the next morning, but no one ever under-
stood that glorious smile on the wan, troubled face.
-Gladys Wilkinson, '29.
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. . . And who would have thought that such a day
Could hold a thing so cold,
When all the glories of the sky
Were shining like polished gold?
And who would have dreamed that a heart once glad
Would wither almost away
Because a wind slipped f,rom behind a cloud
One day?
—Frances Willis, '29.
(gn5'0 mt
God gave me a gift
And I know it not.
For the gift of God gave me
I forgot
As I wandered with those
Who went their way
And sang and danced
And were always gay.
But His gift grew in the heart of me
—
I know it not
For a fool can't see
—
The gift of love
And eternity.
—^Frances Willis, '29,
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Honor Point
Pitch blackness—silence—silence that beat against the ear drums
—hunting . Eyes peering—straining in the darkness— not seeing
—but feeling—feeling . Oh God! What? If one only knew what! A
humming something sniftling sizzing to——-where? It sounded close.
It may be quite a few yards out it might be damnably close. A
flare of light—here—there—showing? Darkness again. After that
flare of light the monotonous blackness is good. Hours, years of
this——and the damp, mucky stench of mud—water, long standing
—
blood—life blood. Only hot, maddening sizzling and the muffled tramp
of the sentinel breaking the monotony of the measured breathing of
i^upposedly sleeping men. Men or rats—rats and the odor of the
trench. Men sleeping until their hour came, and then charging and
Rilling—killing men—kill and being killed. The men were sleeping
or lying very quiet, nesting—all but one. Over in the corner was one
-»vho tossed and rolled from side to side, muttering, but notliing was
distinguishable except the muttered "But this is war," He could do
Tiothing but think, and his thoughts went back no farther than the
past four weeks. He could not think of his moher. his sister, or his
sweetheart waiting in America as the other soldiers did, but thoughts
or' the past four weeks came crowding In upon him. Oh! couldn't he
get away from them? To change would bring relief.
It had all started four weeks ago when Colonel Arnold had called
tor a volunteer to get German dispatches known to be in a certain Ger-
man town. He had been the first to volunteer. Why had he been
first? Why hadn't he been second——anything but first— then it
would have never happened. But he had been first and he had crawl-
«^d stealthly away in the night in a German uniform as a spy, not to i-e-
turn until he had the dispatches.
For four weeks he had lived in a Ge,rman home disguised as a
wounded German soldier recuperating before he could return to the
front. During that period he had made friends with the household and
with the people of the village, but most of all, he had made friends
with the son of the household, an oflicer in the German army, waiting
at home for a cejtain message to come. Their friendship had grown
rapidly until they had begun to talk over their problems together, and
had discussed their inmost secrets. And the German soldier because
he trusted his friend and believed in him had disclosed the German.
plan of advance, so that they might pick out the flawts in it. There
were no flaws; the Germans were sure of victory; they would take the
Americans by surprise.
Then had come his get-away. He had got the German dispatches
-^nd fled in the night—back to the murk and slime in the trenches. Then
his report to the Colonel.
He was brought back to his surroundings by a nudge and a whisper-
"two minutes." He was ready—had been ready all night. Then the
crawling out of the trenches—the steady advance across 'No Man's
Laud' the charge——the surprise attack on the German trenches—
the screams—the cries—the moans. He knew nothing but his desire
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to flee from his conscience and his thoughts. Then he saw his Ger-
man friend- They niet face to face. Everything sank in oblivion ex-
cept the German's eyes. In them was the question, how had the Ameri-
cans discovered their secret? His eyes were wild—excited—wondering
-—questioning. Then the German saw his friend. They stood looking
at each other. The battle went on, but they did not know. Into the
German's eyes came a liglit of understanding. He knew now. The Am-
erican dropped his bayonet. If the German would only strike. He
could stand those eyes no longer. The German laid his bayonet across
the American's: "I cannot, you are still my friend."
Something pushed him—he stumbled; he turned; the battle was
still going on;— he turned back to the German and found him
lying on the ground—an American bayonet through him—his friend.
Why hadn't it been he? He pulled the bayonet from the body, rubbing
the blood on his own coat and he looked at it. He could do no more.
And he could not go living, seeing those eyes ^changing from a
question to understanding ? He looked at his friend ana back to
the point of the bayonet. "The Point of Honor," and running it through
his own body, he fell acjoss his friend—dead!
Pitch blackness—silence— . Silence that beat against the ear-
drums—haunting—eyes peering—straining in the darkness—not see-
ing but feeling—feeling- . Oh God! What? If one only knew
what! A hiunming, something swiftly sizzing to—where? It sound-
ed close. It might be quite a few yards out—it might be close—damn-
ably close. A flare of light—here—there—showing — ? Darkness
again. After that flare of light the monotonous blackness is good.
Hours, years of this—and the damp mucky stench of mud—water
—
long-standing—blood—life-blood.
—Alice Wiley, '28.
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